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gether with water for several hours, the
doughy mixture is shaped into leads, by be-
ing placed in an iron cylinder, with a plate in
the bottom, which has holes of the same size
as the leads to be made. By the use of a
piston, worked by a screw, the mixture is
squeezed out in coils through the holes. While
wet, the coils are straightened, cut into pieces
and allowed to dry. Pine and red cedar are
generally used for casing. The wood, cut into
little slabs the width of six pencils, is passed
through a machine which makes the grooves.
The graphite sticks are placed in these
grooves, and another grooved slab is glued to
it. When dry the blocks are cut into pencils,
by being run through a machine with revolv-
ing knives, and are then finished.
The world's product of lead pencils prob-
ably amounts to nearly two thousand mil-
lions a year, half of which are made from
American-grown cedar. The United States
makes about 750,000,000 a year, or more
than eight pencils for each of its inhabitants.
The annual output is valued at about $7,-
400,000.
Other Pencils. Colored pencils are made
by mixing colored clay or chalk with wax and
enclosing it in a case of wood or paper.
Slate pencils are made of soft slate, and may
be encased in wood but they usually consist
of a small rod of slate. Pencils for marking
on glass or crockery are made of wax colored
with lampblack or ivory black.
PEN'DANT, in architecture, a hanging or-
nament, used in the vaults and timber roofs
of Gothic buildings, more particularly in late
Gothic work. In vaulted roofs, pendants are
of stone and commonly are between two
arches; in timber roofs, they often occur at
the intersection of beams.
PEFDLETON, ore., the county seat of
Umatilla County, forty-five miles southwest
of Walla Walla,' Wash., on the Umatilla
River and on the Washington & Columbia
River Railroad and the line of the Oregon
Railroad & Navigation Company. Pour
bridges cross the river. The town is in a
great wheat-growing region. The river fur-
nishes good water power, and there are flour
and,woolen mills, wool-scouring plants, ma-
chine shops, and other factories, There are
two academies, a Carnegie Library, a Federal
building and the state hospital for the insane.
Population, 1920, 7,387; in 1930, 6,621.
PENDULUM, a weight suspended frdm
a fixed point, so that it will swing freely to
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and fro by the force of gravity and the im-
pulse which it receives from its own motion.
A small, heavy body, suspended from a fixed
point by a string and caused to vibrate with-
out much friction, is the simplest form of
pendulum. In the figure, A is the weight, 0
the point of suspension, and B and C the
ends of the path over which the pendulum
swings. The path CAB is called the arc, and
the movement of the pendulum from B to C
constitutes a
vib ration.
The force of
gravity
tends to
draw the
ball at B in
the direc-
tion of BD,
but the resistance of the string, OB, causes
it to take the direction of the resultant, BF,
which is at right angles with BE, and thus to
swing in the arc CAB. The distance from
the lowest point in the arc to either end, as
AB and AC, constitutes the amplitude of the
vibration. Clock pendulums are usually
made by the hanging of a circular piece of
metal, called the bob, or disk, to a wire, which
is attached by its upper end to the frame of
the block.
The time of vibration of a pendulum de-
pends upon its length. A pendulum which
will vibrate seconds in the latitude of New
York is about 39.1 inches or .993 of a meter
long. The vibrations are governed by the
following laws:
 (1)	In the same pendulum, all vibrations of
small amplitude are made in the same time.
 (2)	The time of vibration of different pen-
dulums are proportional to the square roots
of their respective lengths.   If a pendulum to
vibrate seconds must be 39.1 inches long-, one
to vibrate three times as fast would have to
be one-ninth as long1.
 (3)	The time of vibration for the same pen-
dulum will vary in different places, since it
decreases as it is moved from the equator to
the poles.
Since the rod in most clock pendulums
lengthens in summer and shortens in winter,
it is necessary that means for preserving the
uniform length of a pendulum be provided.
In clocks known as regulators, such as are
used by watch makers, the pendulum rod
consists of a frame of rods of different met-
als, so arranged that as some expand down-
ward, others expand upwar$, thus keeping
the mean length of the pendulum the same.

